SUPER CENTREX
Super Concentrated Industrial Detergent

Description of Product

SUPER CENTREX is a superior neutral detergent designed for all high volume operations.

Where to Use

SUPER CENTREX is a "natural" for large health care operations. Ideal for hospitality and linen stains and soils. Use SUPER CENTREX for superior quality in industrial laundering--particularly effective on the heavy soils found in uniform plants.

Features

1. Extraordinarily high in nonionic surfactants.
2. The surfactant combination in SUPER CENTREX has been designed to emulsify and disperse heavy soils, either liquid or particulate.
3. Good sudsing action.
4. Solvent combination enhances heavy duty soil removal.
5. Contains no DEA, EDTA and is completely biodegradable.

For specific usage instructions, please contact your local U.N.X. Territory Manager. After a comprehensive survey of your operation, a customized procedure will be developed.